
constructed. I manages to write on my dissertation too, particularly on the train to Utrecht where I met my love as almost reaching a peaceful harbor, she is now hugging me after a delicious
Vietnamese dinner. It late and we already slept for a few hours after love making... quite a teraphy.

A rainy day but a nice start, indulging in bed with my Myrthe and really resting out after the ten hours trip yesterday. After a nice breakfast from my Myrthe I was able to work a bit on my
project before Cas, Pepjn but particularly Toine, Myrthe's and Cas' father, joined us to go around the city. It was monument day today so allot of the old buildings were open to the public. It was
interesting in fact to visit them but many where rather empty and white washed. it is a bit scary to think about this white washing of everything, all the historical traces, this tabula rasa of the
puritans and latter of the Nazis... resulting in such emptiness and being anyway replaced by much merchandises. I did not get any, elevation of the soul in this respect, like I did for instance when
visiting churches in Umbria (particularly San Pietro in Perugia). The father also was totally restless and willing to see, consume as much culture as possible, not really being able to seat for a
proper meal and a chat. I have got to know that he would spend quite much of his money collecting antiques, a passion that has already caused one divorce, which made me reflecting of my
situation of immaterial collector, archivist of meaning, yet more poetic, with an existential value attached to them. Now we are back in the attic, there is a small mice in the room, nothing to be
done. We just ate yesterday's Vietnamese tacos and might look into an easy going evening together...

We woke up that it was sunny today and my mood exceptionally high despite all the love making that usually gets me very quiet. We then sat working (and that also gives me quite some energy)
and then went our way to Amsterdam. Myrthe suggested some museums, which is not usually my thing but then went to one off the track which I really enjoyed, with genuine performance work
and other more sophisticated. We then walked around Myrthe  being a bit low in energy but finally drinking tea and eating a very good walnut cake, falling much into one another again. I really
wish to make her future less stressful with work and we also discuss about living together one day. We then want over to the main modern art museum. At first I was really excited but then had a
big hard time looking at all the collected samples of the establishment, this caused a bit of discussion with Myrthe. Later we went out with her best frien Haneke and the boyfriend Kun, eating
Thai and having quite a pleasant time. Now home, her sleeping in my arm, a bit upset?

It is sort of rainy and sunny here at the same time, being so close to the ocean but I like, I feel more at easy after the Swedish trauma... reapproaching a more familiar environment. It took us
sometime to get ready, after much hugging in bed but we were up at a decent hour and I spent the morning basically updating my project. Later Myrthe made some lunch and I accompanied her a
bit out of the city from where she biked to the university. I was left alone in a park and tried some tai-chi but it was too windy and the ground too wet and generally too coldish. I walked home
instead with some grocery and kept writing my chapter on the death-drive getting quite far and generally giving less of a pessimistic and negative connotation on the whole personal Archive
enterprise, to the contrary. I was still a bit stuck in my writing when my love came home but she really helped me in a way and while chopping a pumpkin I got some new insights talking to her.
Hanneke was here for some quick food (she teaches in the evening) and another of Myrthe's friend is now coming. Tomorrow more writings and hopefully a clear mind which at the moments
reflect the weather (by psychoanalysis is a bit of an introvert looking into causes and effects).

I pretty quite day still much dedicated to writing, finding then a very good work flow which could have me to finish the whole dissertation in a matter of weeks (despite all the tedious pedantry
academia will put up against it). Myrthe was back for lunch, we shared a few sandwiches before she was off again and I went for a little stroll in the suburbs of town to soon return to my
writings. We later went to a museum together (that seems to be a nice entertainment here) to look at a show about the religious tolerance in the Netherlands which I found quite related to the
intolerance I am experiencing in academia, mostly regarding my writings (which are quite ascetic and non critical). In the early evening we ate a risotto I made with chestnut championship and
walked out again, this time to the far Italian ice cream place where we used to go this summer. We got a nice ice-cream there despite the coldish weather and walked quite around, going through
a circus and other nice little events, yet without the usual kissing since Myrthe has a little fever on her lower lip. Back in the attic we met Lucia, the old landscape architect working below who is
about to move after thirty five years back to her mother house in the country. She spoke fluent Italian, has been to my mountains and got us quite many very old books we can now read... which
reminded me of some stuff I ought to write in my dissertation and about my landscape project of which I was also writing today thinking that it should not be too remote  but in a local
community, and of that I am a bit confused since I am basically settled in all of the Germanic territory up North (too remote?), down South and here...

Still another day of intermittent showers, keeping rather long in bed with Myrthe soon off to the academy to teach and me eager to keep writing on my dissertation which I soon did after updating
my project. Writing actually makes me really happy and I am progressing without really listening to anyone. A piece of the sub-chapters I have started is already sent to my supervisor but I am
both skeptical that he can catch up with my rhythm and will approve certain passages in which I right about my practice bringing compassion and so forth. The thing is that I do not care but of
finishing my writing and only with time will evaluate whether it is worth doing it within the too conditioning and conservative academia. I enjoy my autonomy! Along with that I am also
enjoying my little wife Myrthe with whom we have shared a very nice afternoon, taking a little nap and kissing much one another. After working side by side, confronting all the worries that her
temporary jobs create, we walked down to the academy where she teaches now in the evening and I later being strolling home by myself with a few showers pouring done but these Dutch people
seem not to be made of sugar and constantly bike. Now home alone after being with Hanneke who was here to eat her food prior going to her classes. I confine to her my skepticism about
academia and she really started wondering what will I do in the future which for me is absolutely not a worry since I will do what my art suggests me to do.

Myrthe is quite taken by work, all these electronic correspondence she has to deal with gives her quite some worries but nonetheless today we were able to breath some air by ourself and walk
under a quite strong sun to an alternative exhibition space in an old factory. The cool thing is that there are obviously plans to demolish such places and thus kick out the artists but the recession
is blocking all such plans and a precarious form of art seem to flourish. I did in fact enjoyed the exhibition although again the topic was political but the Belgian artist has really worked allot of it,
he has mystified the space with a beautiful installation although it contained the ugliness of a political Europe (is this always the excuse now that in order to do some art one has to make sure it is
connected to hot political topic?). Afterwards Myrthe and I were again home shortly to eat some risotto and make some love before she was off again. I did not do much on my dissertation today
however. I got us a cheap place where to stay in Berlin next weekend and got out to buy some traps for the mice (I found some nice plastic ones which requires no contact with the trapped mice
in order to release it in the garbage) and other small home improvements like some screws for a shelf I want to put up to hold the old books we got yesternight from Lucia. I am cooking a bean
soup now (bought in my native mountains) and will probably chill off before tomorrow's trip back to Sweden and August.

Another full day of traveling back to Stockholm. I did not sleep so long tonight, waking up at five but anyway staying in bed with sleeping Myrthe and then have a slow start with breakfast. She
latter took my to the station, crying a bit... a sweet girl. On the train I was able to do a rough update of the project (I need a table and a computer mouse to do a decent one) but once at the airport
I did in fact got down expanding my recent dissertation chapters after reading more carefully the story of McCandless, the young American who got out into the wild and died, a story so parallel
to mine, considering my original trip to the Yukon from Vancouver, which instead was turned into a long trip to Costa Rica and back... luckily surviving. Other than that allot of interesting issued
with difficult relationship with fathers and  compulsion which was more the case of Waterman, another dead modern hero. On the plane I have updating some images and then reached Sweden
that it is very sunny and warm. The flight was delayed and there was traffic on the way which made me a bit anxious since I had to pick up August today (I am on my way now). Luckily I later
received a message from Liselott explaining that he is playing at one of his rich classmates' house. A weekend with August now ahead, hopefully relaxing other than this guy Philip is still
occupying the guest room.

I have been a little stressed today, the traveling and the sleeping on the stone hard bed now that Philip is sleeping on my mattress in the other room. August slept on half my mattress on the floor.
The sky was blue again, what an autumn here! As I have been updating my project at night, we have been laying in bed playing a bit in the early morning and then going, almost as a ritual, first
to the second hand store (Liselott seems to demand me to buy August more stuff but I don't care, it just take time to find the right things in second hand markets). There I also got a thin used
mattress, while I wait for the big Japanese mattress, a little surprise for August to keep up our wrestling and to Myrthe to make love. Afterwards we walked all packed to our beaver beach where
again I started a fire to cook lamb sausage (a lamb sacrifice to God?) while August was searching for iron in the rocks. We have been playing quite allot later first throwing water at each other
and then wild rose hips which we later collected for a little soup. It was a bit of an effort to walk back with all the second hand stuff and the rocks that August could no longer carry but now we
are in my sunny studio after eating a small ice-cream and reaching to nice spontaneity we are used to after these little poetic adventures.

Today was nice, from the beginning. I felt a bit stressed though, again waking up in the middle of the night (despite the new mattress) but then falling asleep and having quite some vivid dreams,
sex and killing. The stressful thing I guess was also to have to take him to birthday party of three girls in his class, and I have quite low with money now (well, this not to use up my savings). We
then decided to paint three small "squares" ("quadri" in Italian), for them, or actually I suggested August to paint them, and after cutting one of my painting boards in four, he sat in the quite
kitchen to do them. I then tried to catch up with my project although he required allot of help and I had to stop the update to help him also cooking a whole pasta (he added the sauce on the
boiling water). On the commuter, rather than starting to work on my laptop, we started playing allot and had a great time. We then walked to the swimming pool where the party was through a
small forest and I felt like the Tibetian father we saw on the documentary yesterday walking his kids to school through the mountains (what a harsh separations for those mountaineers to get
civilized). On the way back the autumn air was so nice that I decided to take a walk from the university and along the water into town. I went on a road where August and I walked once but
found a bunch of naked homosexuals with guards posted around to perhaps signal each other... this is the closest you get, I thought, to the modern vikings. In tow I went to the public library to
write an e-mail to Myrthe (she always write me quite profusely and with allot of questions), just to find that she was going to have a coffee with a boy friend, which really indignant me no matter
how old of a friend this could be. I later met Brett and Jacek, the latter on his way to Malmo where he is now doing his doctorate (apparently they are far more creative there). They too have
issues now in their long distance relationship. We talked allot on the bus to my Södertälje where he had to get the train and I walk home, since all the lines are closed for rebuilding. On the walk
home that was supposed to be refreshing, I could not help feeling more indignation for Myrthe meeting with yet another friend, a boy. We had quite some cold exchange over the chat since I feel
I would like to be in a more intimate relationship... am I turning into some kind of Liselott? Have I really become a Swed? When I was twenty, at the beginning of our relationship, I too had
several friends from the art school, girl friends like Valerie the Swiss Colombian and Liselott was quite mad at it (despite never going out for intimate face to face coffee exchange). I am
probably now affected by all this ascetic talk and so forth (reading "Into the Wild" in particular) but it feels like I want a purer existence, going to nature and other solo adventures of great relief...
we see how that goes since sharing seems to be the great moral of all these attempts which ended in tragedy, "happiness only true when shared"... McCandless dying trapped in the emptiness of
Alaska.

I have not really slept yesternight after chatting with Myrthe about this date with a guy she suddenly had out of the blue. It has been very tough and I am wounded despite all the reassurance. My
moods have also shifted allot from a state of forgiveness to a state of wanting to take a big distance from her. This morning, with quite an heavy head I have seemed to identify the problem in the
way she takes decisions independently from me, like meeting this guy or maybe, in the future, going in Thailand with her friends. I don't think I would want such relationship, it makes me too
anxious, but I have tried to set some sort of framework, no reply yet, she is teaching. I feel much better now, however, after a run in the strong autumn wind (at last resumed both the running and
the wind), a bath, some food (I had did not eat dinner last night because of the fuss). Beside getting to know me a bit better, I have realized that I am acting exactly like Liselott has been acting
with me. Unfortunately I feel that after my remarks, Myrthe seems quite wounded too... how much I wished and how much I have always wished a family in nature, like nomads without anything
to do with this corrupting social system. The sun is now shining in my eyes, I am totally sober. Off and on I check if Myrthe has written, something benevolent, I suspect she is having an hard
time to adjust to a more home and less partying environment, will keep waiting for some time. 

At last the tension with my angel broke yesternight and we fell into much love and compassion, video conferencing with each other all evening, not necessarily talking, but feeling each other
presence while doing our work (and my evening work is mostly that of drawing). She has been handling the small crisis between us very well. I finally broke into tears and let all my tension go,
becoming very, very sweet. She is having such a harsh life in the most civilized the Netherlands, making the least money to survive that I have really now proposed her to move in with me. I will
look into it without too much boasting, it seems rather that this is her intention, which makes me really happy. This morning also we have chatted a bit till my supervisor wrote me to meet
another time (he forgot about today's meeting to discuss my first piece of writing). I then kept at home, fixing more hardware around my studio, like the screen to display my drawings and the
server which Philip was unable to get going. Despite the fact that I kept him in my home for three, the guy has been of no help but to get me started with the Star Your Master website to find and
rate international master programs in Europe. Sketching myself with the new drawing tablet on the European flag (which I plan to use as the main visual field), I realize that I almost don't need
any help! Later I went to stretch in my little park, it was cold, got home and ate some good barley before setting off to the university. There was a seminar in Swedish but I skipped it and talked
to my office mate Roman, getting quite excited with many stories of many topics like the Ukrainian partisans and my relatives fighting nearby Ukraine during the Second World War... now to
August, he is starting karate and I will take him there. Today, beside, is the 10th year anniversary of the project. It has been exactly 10 years ago, on a warm autumn day here in Stockholm that I
have started photographing every object I used to represent my life activities... I had no idea where that would have taken me ten years after, a farm, a kid, and much experience abroad, but also a
sense that life and youth in particular is not forever, that time is really expiring, yet with that much has been that I have been able to mastered and now, from my studio, I feel rather established in
this mastery although still much has to be done to strive and survive in society. 

I woke up a bit stressed today and at 3.30 in the morning again. Well, not that I was stressed updating my project, that is always quite relaxing, but rather waking up August and taking him to
school. We did that, he was nice an helpful despite the cold weather. It was actually refreshing to be out for a bit, walking to the main commuter station and catching some air in my lung,
particularly now after feeling a recurrent pain in my heart, nothing intolerable but just taking it as a warning since also both my grandparents Bruno and Angelina had heart problems. I thus went
to the university with my supervisor welcoming me saying that he had more than a hundred comments to make on my first sub-chapter. I expected something super tedious and reproaching but in
fact we had a quite nice two hours exchange, deciding to only approach my research subject, life-logging, through "medium theory", thus, inevitably, as it is always the case in the humanities,
marrying me to a theorist, this time McLuhan, who I totally do not mind as a father, sharing my birthday and the city where I lived when little. I will keep my reflective parts of the project, the
little system I devised a year ago to deal with anything relating to it, as a side. I will take my dissertation work more as a separate work, without developing the rhizome one inevitably develops
following up with new media. I take this more now as a pure work within a framework (the Swedish academia) that allows me to survive and thus keep up with my own framework. Later I even
been to the gym, resuming after a whole summer my rather disciplined training. Roman again was a good fellow with whom I talked allot prior leaving the office. One step at the time then and
all with the object of survival, not mentioning that this month will be quite tough having kept up with my goal of saving more than a third of my salary, considering also that I am still paying off
August's money (the money that  gave him) which I used to pay my apartment without any extra mortgage, not much is however left to pay.

The winter is approaching really quickly in these northern province, with still some sun however waking me up tonight with quite some insights giving me new energies. Well, first of all I had
some dreams despite the video conferencing that I now do with Myrthe in the evenings (I am always afraid that technology would sort of erase a connection to my subconscious). Secondly, the
thrilling thing was that I have now realized how I have been manipulated at the university and bent down to having to do my dissertation for the sake of the department... I do not mind that and I
do understand how they try to keep their old theories alive but the good insight that I got was to nonetheless proceed with my original plan on the side and independently, meaning publish my
own book. It has been a bit of a struggle to think how to squeeze in these writings on my project, I did manage however, after a whole here of creating a system to accommodate the related parts
of the project. On my way to the park to train I have got a further inspiration: superimpose different products on the actual Website, so that the dissertation I am writing independently will
become a book to order and so forth (I once attempted this idea but soon let it go). I am now then rethinking the whole meta part of the project. Tomorrow also is Berlin where I will be for the
weekend with Myrthe after six months of life together starting from this very city. I did chat with little Myrthe too and communicated her my worries that I am not sure how long I can resist in
academia and academia can resist me. She seems quite fine, like me, with the idea of an upcoming precarious existence where our love is what counts. Later I kept writing on my dissertation and
also fixed a little shelf where I can have the brushes and rinsing water I need while painting. I enjoy these kind of works! Now I have got stuff in my mind concerning again my writings and Filip
to talk to about the StarYourMaster idea, which seems to progress!  

In Berlin! I expected it to be cold and empty like the last time I left it six months ago...it was quite sunny at least or at least warmer then Sweden with a few Oktoberfest like events spread in
town. I still had the energy to walk about around even after the most desolated walk I took today from the city of Nyköping to the airport, this because I felt like moving a bit and not really
because I wanted to save money on the ticket (I did save them though). Anyhow, I spent the rest of my journey working on my writings, adding visual to them now that my supervisor told me not
to. After a few days I really started feeling quite reluctant about him implying that I am an eclectic (not really understanding the associative nature of cyborgs) and feeling like he has nothing to
learn from "artists"like me. Also this marrying the white dead theorist feels really against all my principles... I keep up my way but it really now feels that Sweden is very much a tight place...
Berlin however was refreshing, still the people looked quite miserable and that got me wonder how Hitler could have possibly brought the race as such height. I guess one become superior if one
is told to be and at the moment I feel rather much of an inferior as I am possibly also perceived as such in the conservative humanities. All this I thought while traveling with the Berlin metro out
of the city again, to the suburb where I rented a cheap room, which soon turned out to be a whole apartment. An German gay convinced his mother Ulrike to get into the business, earn some
spare money. Well, I have talked to his boyfriend, an English guy, much older than him. the latter was quite harsh at the beginning, when leaving me instructions about the house but then got
much nicer and was really impressed about my life project. After they left, I sat in the bedroom with a setting sun over the Germanic landscape, and wrote an e-mail to no less than Steve Mann,




